CHI OMEGA FRATERNITY
POLICY ON HUMAN DIGNITY

Chi Omega Fraternity believes that dignity, self-esteem and respect are inalienable rights of each individual and that there is no place for personal degradation within the membership of Chi Omega. Members ascribe to the belief that: every person is important in a civilized society and has something of truth and wisdom to offer; self-respect, esteem and respect for others are necessary for healthy relationships; and harassment, hazing or bullying is detrimental in building self-respect. As reflected in the Fraternity’s policies, rules and procedures, Chi Omega supports the preservation of human dignity and the promotion of self-respect of each individual and does not condone any activity or behavior that is inappropriate, destructive, demeaning or abusive to anyone including oneself or any group. Each chapter and member of Chi Omega is expected to uphold the honor and dignity of Chi Omega on all occasions.
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